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Bred for loyalty, strength and endurance, the easy-going and sociable Siberian Husky is a very
pure and ancient breed, dating back 4,000 years or more. First bred by the Chukchis, a semi-
nomadic people of northeastern Siberia, to hunt reindeer and pull sleds, the Siberian is an active
breed that loves the outdoors. Prized for their great beauty, intelligence, wonderful way with
children and lack of “dog smell,” they are also more free-spirited (and free-ranging) than many
other popular breeds, and have a reputation for stubbornness and relentlessness in pursuit of a
goal.Is this breed right for you and your family? Siberian Huskies For Dummies answers this and
all your questions about getting, caring for and living with a Husky. Siberian devotee―she has
eight of her own―Diane Morgan gets you up and running with what you need to know to:Find
and deal with reputable breedersChoose the right Husky for youHou sebreak and socialize your
new puppyEducate yourself and your dogHandle behavioral problemsParticipate in
competitionsIn friendly, down-to-earth language, Diane provides insights into the Siberian Husky
temperament and loads of sensible, easy-to-follow advice on everything a Husky owner should
know―along with fun facts and Husky trivia, amusing and informative anecdotes, and tips on
how to have a great time with your Husky. Topics covered include:Understanding what makes
the Siberian different from every other breedDeciding whether a male or female is right for
youUnderstanding how to communicate with your Siberian HuskyTraining your Siberian
HuskyGrooming your SiberianFinding and establishing a good relationship with a
veterinarianBreaking bad habits in your HuskyFeeding and exercising your Siberian
HuskyRecognizing, preventing and treating common health problemsGetting your Husky into
sleddingThe indispensable guide for you and your Siberian Husky, Siberian Huskies For
Dummies is the only book you’ll need to help you have the best possible experience with this
very ancient and venerable breed of dog.

From the Inside FlapFind out about your Siberian Husky's special needsGet the lowdown on
keeping your Husky healthy and contentLively, curious, and headstrong, the Siberian is an active
breed that loves the outdoors. This fun and friendly book provides insights into the Siberian
Husky's temperament, sensible advice on taking care of and training your dog, tips on
participating in a variety of dog competitions, and much more.Praise for Siberian Huskies For
Dummies®"As an owner, trainer, and rescuer of Siberian Huskies for over 25 years, I highly
recommend this book for all owners, especially new ones."— Peg Wheeler"An accessible text
worth your time and money. You will emerge knowledgeable about and more appreciative of the
qualities of your dog."— Jean Holland Lindblad, longtime Siberian Husky ownerDiscover how
to:Choose the right Husky for youManage your new puppyMaintain good health and
dietExercise your dogHandle behavioral problemsGet smart!@www.dummies.comFind listings



of all our booksChoose from many different subject categoriesSign up for eTips at
etips.dummies.comFrom the Back CoverFind out about your Siberian Husky's special needsGet
the lowdown on keeping your Husky healthy and contentLively, curious, and headstrong, the
Siberian is an active breed that loves the outdoors. This fun and friendly book provides insights
into the Siberian Husky's temperament, sensible advice on taking care of and training your dog,
tips on participating in a variety of dog competitions, and much more.Praise for Siberian Huskies
For Dummies®"As an owner, trainer, and rescuer of Siberian Huskies for over 25 years, I highly
recommend this book for all owners, especially new ones."― Peg Wheeler"An accessible text
worth your time and money. You will emerge knowledgeable about and more appreciative of the
qualities of your dog."― Jean Holland Lindblad, longtime Siberian Husky ownerDiscover how
to:Choose the right Husky for youManage your new puppyMaintain good health and
dietExercise your dogHandle behavioral problemsGet smart!@www.dummies.comFind listings
of all our booksChoose from many different subject categoriesSign up for eTips at
etips.dummies.comAbout the AuthorDiane Morgan is a writer, college professor, and longtime
owner of many breeds of dogs. The Siberian Husky, with its spectacular beauty, engaging
personality, and fascinating history, is one of her favorites.Read more
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bergrobert, “Thank you knew it all? Think again.. This is my fourth Siberian husky over my
lifetime and I thought I knew the breed pretty well as they are my favorite breed. I did know a
bunch but this book had a bunch I didn't know which helped explain some things. Would have
liked a little more info on certain things and info on different ages of the dog. But a good start.
Glad I got it.”

Thomas Magnan, “Of all the books on Siberian Huskies this was the best , most informative
book I've read.. Knowing the history of the dog and their purpose they were bred for helps to
understand some of the odd behaviors that they do. Especially this dog.Everything she said was
true and hit the nail on the head, on the behaviors.I came home after work only to find that my
tenant was careless and allowed my dog to get out of a fenced yard and locked out, which could
of been disastrous. I have a neighbor who has 5 assorted dogs in her yard, instead of running
off he ended up in her yard with the 5 dogs so when I came home from work he was one of the 6
dogs barking at the fence, then it occurred to me my dog was one of the dogs, in her yard, and
getting along fine with the whole bunchIf your looking for a book that covers it all I recommend
this book”

Tarik D. LaCour, “For beginners and intermediates. I have long wanted a Siberian Husky, but my
opportunities to get one have been limited. Luckily, I am now in a situation where I can buy one,
so I thought the timing was perfect to research Siberians more to see if they were the right breed
for me. Unfortunately, I did not know any Siberian Husky owners, so I had no idea where to
begin. However, if there is a "For Dummies" book on a subject, it is never a bad place to
start.This book is very informative and descriptive (and unusually funny, you will laugh often).
The author lays out in detail the history of the breed, it's personality, cost, maintenance, how to
raise it from being a puppy to a mature adult, and everything in between. (If you plan to use your
Siberian as a sled dog, there are two chapters on that subject at the end).I feel much more
prepared now to be a Husky owner after reading this book, and anyone thinking of Husky
ownership should read this book carefully to make sure this is the breed for them, because it is
not as easy as owning a Labrador or a Golden Retriever. A fine book.”

awesome old lady, “Informative, and easy to read!. I really enjoyed this book! It was very
informative and helpful in understanding my huskies. I have two huskies; one we adopted from a
shelter, and one we bought from a couple. Our first husky is very calm and low energy, unlike our
second husky who is energetic and affectionate. We thought we knew a lot about our dogs but,
after reading this book I realized there was a lot I didn't understand. I also liked that this book is
an easy-read. I would definitely recommend it to others who are looking to get a husky or just
trying to better understand the husky you already have.”



Manny B, “I recently adopted our new Husky puppy and this book has been a plethora of
information for first time Husky owners like my wife. This is my first "For Dummies' book I have
ever purchased and I have to say that I am very impressed. I recently adopted our new Husky
puppy and this book has been a plethora of information for first time Husky owners like my wife
and I. Most of the information is very relevant and easy to read. The book also contains a lot of
fun history on the breed and historical events in which the breed played an important role. The
only CON I have with this book is the fact that even though the side stories are fun to read
sometime there is information that the book could have gone without. But that is a very small
fault and honestly is not even worth taking a star away. Other than that the book is great,
shipping was awesome, and I would recommend to anyone who is a first time Husky owner.”

Soki, “Learning before getting. This book was amazing for me and a good simplification. I got it
so I would be prepared for my first husky and I have to say I’m glad I got the book before getting
one. I now understand when to get one. How to find a good breeder. How hard it is to train one.
What gender would be best for me and my family. Also what food, cleaning, health and life style
is best and what adaptations I would have to adjust to compared to getting a bulldog or
something. Plus I have a better understanding of the breed and it’s history.”

Hannah's Companion, “Learning about the Siberian. I have a young Siberian with 1/2 Golden
Reteriver. After reading this book, I was able to understand, while in training classes, she was
so good at tasks, but very stubborn on others - that is the Husky trait. The other traits, of
affection, quickness, hardly any barking, less the doggy smell when she gets wet, the ability to
be in tune with young children and and ability to play with dogs, still amazes me. She loves the
outdoors, but enjoys inside as much. Because, she has high energy and requires at lot of
walking, playing, etc.,every day, rain, snow, sleet (her favorites)it is such a joy to be with her. So
just a reminder, this type of dog takes a lot of work - as the book states. Training, should start as
soon as possible, it takes time, especially with a husky, who has a mind of its own makes a
happier dog.”

Ken Ballengee, “A worthwhile purchase. I am picking up my huskie puppy in two weeks. I wanted
to do some research on them. About half of the information in this book relates to training any
dog, but it was still very good information and things I had not considered. I did skip over a
couple of sections. I don't plan on breeding or showing my husky, nor am I going to train it how to
pull a sled. I do plan on keeping this book as a reference point due to it having information about
potential health issues. It was a quick and easy book to read and retain. It was a worthwhile
purchase in my opinion and I don't regret it at all.”

Tzar, “Important guide.. I had a Siberian husky as my first dog with everyone telling me not to as
they are difficult. Well if you do your research and put the work in with these working dogs the



payback is a bond that is amazing. I hate owners trying to put off new owners. This book was
invaluable when I took on my Siberian (I purchased the book three months before mine arrived
so I was 'prepared', well as much as possible). 5 years on i bought another book as a present to
another first time owner. The advice can seem a little basic but as the the name says... For
dummies! A must have.”

Dermot horgan, “Huskies for dummies. Really good insight into the workings of a huskies
mindset and excellent at showing what to do to make the dogs life more exciting and full
fillingAlso great explanation on dietary questions to help them get the most from their food and
what to avoidCan’t recommend this book enough”

Ms Renko, “Typically Brilliant for dummies book. Full of loads of relevant infomation and got me
off to a head start with my husky puppy despite never having had a dog before. She is now a
brilliant family pet, who is well trained. Followed all advice and everything worked out well”

Newbaker, “Useful Guide on huskie Training & Behaviour. Present for relative with young dog
that was very difficult to handle. Gives extremely useful guidance on techniques to use. Expert
pointed out huskies are particularly unique and difficult to train - suggested looking at other
breeds first if you've not already got one.”

Husky, “Siberian Huskies for Dummies. Siberian Huskies for Dummies (Howell dummies series)

  
  
Fantastic book for anybody interested in getting a Siberian Husky. It covers many useful
topics and everything you need to know. It is laid out well and is very simple to use with sections
you can refer back to again and again. It covers all the serious aspects of owning a Husky but it
also has a sense of fun about it. An excellent book for any would-be Husky owners. Great value
for money.  I cannot recommend this book highly enough.”

The book by Marilyn Krieger has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 549 people have provided feedback.
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